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Jeg er interessert i usannheter: Hvordan vi godtar mye vi ikke 

vet så mye om - så lenge historiene virker troverdige, eller i det 

minste underholdende. Arbeidene mine er usanne memoarer, 

malt og tegnet møysommelig og langsomt i et forsøk på å oppnå 

troverdighet, eller i det minste vakre løgner. 

Kristian Evju



Reverend II                      akryl på lerret                    120 x 150 cm     NOK 60 000 3
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Tango Bull                    akryl på lerret                   80 x 100 cm     NOK 35 000 4
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Velvet Bloom VII                     akryl på lerret                  100 x 100 cm              NOK 35 000 5
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Velvet bloom X                     akryl på lerret                   100 x 100 cm     NOK 40 000 6
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Velvet Bloom XIX                   akryl på lerret                    120 x 120 cm     NOK 48 000 7
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Reverend                    akryl på lerret                  120x 120 cm              NOK 48 000 8
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Velvet bloom VI                     akryl på lerret                    80 x 100 cm     NOK 35 000 9
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Norma’s Feathers                    blyant og akryl på papir                   40 x 55 cm     NOK 12 000 10
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Slave Dog                     blyant og akryl på papir                    40 x 55 cm      NOK 12 000 11
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Stormy Recline                    blyant og akryl på papir                     40 x 55 cm                NOK 12 000 12
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Mount Polaire                    blyant og akryl på papir                   40 x 55 cm                 NOK 12 000 13
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Bloodlines                    blyant på papir                     15 x 26 cm                NOK 7 500 14
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Dark River III                    blyant på papir                    60 x 120 cm                NOK 40 000 15
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Dreamland                    blyant på papir                     15 x 26 cm                NOK 7 500 16
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Mercury Rising                    blyant på papir                   15 x 26 cm                 NOK 7 500 17
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The Warren Omission                    blyant på papir                   15 x 26 cm                 NOK 7 500 18
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Contra Naturam

By Elevine L. Berge 

Art begins the moment the creaking of a boot (on the sound track) accompanies a 
different visual shot and thereby provokes corresponding associations. The same is true 
of color: color begins where it no longer corresponds to natural coloration. ¬ Sergei 
Eisenstein1

Quoting a filmmaker to initiate the exploration of work that is based on the drawn 
and painted medium and not on the moving image, Eisenstein’s thoughts are however 
closely tied to the dynamic practice of Kristian Evju. The link can be found in the 
way the artist is embedding a process of documentation, collecting and filing, for so 
to assemble found imagery towards a playful yet profound exploration of the concept 
of collage as a storytelling technique. The process is in itself a narrative of personal 
encounter, an instinctive reaction to the imagery one can find on the internet. Starting as 
an unprejudiced compilation, the results are like short snippets from a congregation of 
films that were never made.
In his works we witness photography become drawing, a collage of elements, the
 aesthetic sustenance entering another complicity than the original found photographs. 
The works move beyond the opposition between the photograph and the drawing, 
presenting a fused selection of messages, playing a game of associations further resem-
bling a fabrication of human memories. The alterations of the arrangements, the
proportions, and the perspectives, it is a total transformation of the original imagery. 
Each individual work is a destination of a journey from one medium to another.
It is in the process of re¬-representation that the works of Kristian Evju take shape, the 
contrasting and re¬appropriated elements inducing the imagery with its new scenarios. 
By fusing the analytical reading of the material with the intuitive selection process he 
himself describes as vital for the evolution of the work, the element of chance and the 
play with facts and human perception also invite the viewer to include free associations 
in the meeting with the work.
The artist takes control over the images as documents, altering such elements as 
surfaces, lines, characters, shadows and colours. This way he only allows the 
photographs to be starting points, changing their meaning and structure to communicate 
with their new syntax. New articulations are formed in this process from literal image to 
symbolic image, and the artist’s explorations present the viewer with alternative insights 
to these resources. 
The works are complex congregations of messages, channeled through their new 
medium. ¬ The style of this reproduction, the artist’s treatment of the found imagery 
that combines it with that of subtraction and addition, gives the images its new layers of 
meaning. 
Abstract and possibly somewhat unfitting coherences at an early stage in the process, 
Evju directs it all to a level where the variations take on a rather seamless constitution 
and play the role appointed by the artist. The images transform and manifest with confi-
dence these new scenarios as clear¬spoken as they are fantastical.

Seen together the series form plots that can read as speculations in time and place, of 
characters in an environment we are unable of predicting. One by one they inevitably 
insinuate a possible confrontation with the word image itself; from its root imitari, 
meaning ‘resemble’, but also ‘simulate’, this suggestive structure of composed 
narratives in the works on display is a rather complex thread of deceptions. Each image 
an alluring story based on factoids, and illusion, or what the artist calls an ‘untruth’.
The works combine the visible and the mythical, each series presented like a tale in 
short¬-story format, only hinting to the outer framework that might surround the care-
fully extracted focal point. The artist might shield the viewer from a less innocent reality 
by establishing this distance to the original context, but an eeriness is nevertheless felt 
strongly through the works. The unexpected combination of objects and characters, their 
pose and unfamiliar shadows, offer a glimpse of fiction with roots in what once was 
truth.
This re¬appropriation further creates a distance from the responsibility originally 
inherited by the image as documentation, and instead invite the viewer to confront this 
false trust often given photographic depictions. This brings forth the questioning of the 
extreme circulation of information, also through imagery, witnessed in our time. ‘Dark 
River’ reminds us that there is a difference between show and tell.
From the more fabled and dramatic compositions and characters in his earlier works, 
Evju has moved towards exploring a mode of altering documentation and culture, the 
actualities here subtly met with hints of the surreal and subconscious. He is in such 
operating the process almost like the project of an illusionist, although the reflections 
proposed are more intimate than fantastical, speaking to the viewer from up close, 
almost from a subconsciously personal point of view.
The works’ collage¬-like layering makes for an unwrapping of scenes frozen in time. 
The title of the series ‘Conversations in Limbo’, further suggests a space occurring 
between the sender and the receiver of this communication, a moment of intercourse 
lingering in time. This play with the past and the present underline the suggestion that 
the depicted elements might only have been present rather than appearing to us in the 
very moment of action, the encounter hitting limbo on the edge of the subconscious.
The negative spaces, the objects left out, are lingering somewhere outside of the frame, 
or maybe only casting a shadow on a scene, giving room for the presence of what one 
if referring to Eisenstein could call a ‘sound track’. These abandoned links, now only 
guidelines for what could have been, act as the echo of the noise that may have sur-
rounded the original image. It is from there on the gestures of the artist take the viewer 
on a tour of the imagination.

1 Barthes, R. (1985), The Responsibility of Forms. New York: Hill and Wang. p. 56
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Kristian Evju er opprinnelig fra Kongsberg, men bor og arbeider nå i 
London. Han har i de siste 3 årene avholdt utstillinger og forelesninger 
i USA, Tyskland, Italia, Pakistan og Storbritannia. Han arbeider med 
tegning og maleri, og lager dramatiske motiver i en håndverksmessig 
mesterklasse.

I 2007 vant Evju KEM’s debutantpris ved Høstutstillingen, og han har 
vært nominert til Jerwood Drawing Prize, Griffin Art Prize og Brenda 
Landon Pye Portrait Prize. I fjor vant han Conté à Paris Drawing Prize 
ved Griffin Gallery i London og Painter-Stainers Prize for Drawing ved 
London Group Open, og han representerte Storbritannia i Prix Canson 
prisen for arbeider på papir ved Louvre i Paris. Av The Times ble han
 anbefalt som en ‘artist to watch’ - så dette er en ung kunstner det er verdt 
å følge med på. Evju mottok i år Ruth Katzmann’s Scholarship for et 
lengre arbeidsopphold i New York, og han kommer så og si rett fra USA 
for å stille ut ved Gulden, hans andre separatutstilling i Galleriet.

Interesserte bes kontakte Gulden Kunstverk
Telefon 32 23 62 80  - 934 02 977     
Epost: post@guldenkunstverk.com

Det tas forbehold om skrivefeil


